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You need more than an 
employment agency, 

What you need is a 
responsive and 
performance-driven 
team to back you up.

We believe, 
You can Achieve more,
Break boundaries & Accelerate growth.

buzzworks business services pvt. ltd.



Global placements & recruitment 

It is strategic to have a dependable recruitment partner licensed by the Govt. of India for global placement. We

are known to be responsive and dependable partners by our clients in the Middle East and Europe who

specialize in global manpower recruitment for blue and white-collar resources. Our strength lies in giving our

clients resources tailored to their needs in an intuitive and agile manner.

An extensive network of offices 

across India and a network of 

associates in India, Bangladesh, 

Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines & 

Sri Lanka to execute large 

projects

A structured approach with 

set processes to ensure 

optimized project 

management for every 

project with a specialized 

team and a dedicated 

manager

Strategizing initiatives keeping 

a client-intuitive approach to 

deliver projects that are 

tailored for every client

Reach Structured Client centric
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Our Reach

Our robust network within and outside India helps us source manpower for varied client requirements 

while maintaining SOW integrity

INDIA BANGLADESH SRI LANKA

NEPAL PHILIPPINES PAKISTAN

Understand the requirements Source manpower Execute with transparency Mobilize Safely
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Our methodology

Client 
requirements

Medical verification
and documentation

Emigration
Clearance

Sourcing Strategy: Job portals | Print &

Digital media | Specialized databank |

Associate network

Selection Mode: Face To Face interview |

Online interviews | Buzzworks selection | 

CV  selection

Travel Plan: :  Itinerary | Trade Test | 

Centre Booking

Visa  
processing

Sourcing plan

Consulate formalities

Itinerary | 

Orientation |  

Departure
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Our services

Emigration:

our operations adhere strictly to the Emigration Act,  1983 
by ensuring valid permits and authorizations are in  place

Consulate formalities and documentation:

ensure complete registration and clearance  formalities 
with the Indian Embassy

Orientation:

before final deployment, we debrief the registered  

candidates regarding work, contract, and terms of  services 

protocols to ensure a seamless transition from  Buzzworks 
to the client
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Adherence to 
delivery 

deadlines

Licensed by the 
Ministry of External 

Affairs, and the Govt. 
of India

Sourcing 
of 

quality 
candidates

Easing the process 
of mobilization and 
deployment with a 
proactive approach

Providing screened, 
trained, experienced, 

& vaccinated 
manpower

Accurate delivery of 
demands with zero 

compromise on 
quality mapping

Treating client 
commitments as high 
priority with robust 

communication at every 
stage

Deliverance of 
manpower as per 

client requirements 
with a high 

acceptance ratio

Value differentiators

Our strengths are the 

following which will 

differentiate us from 

other competitors:
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Industries we work with

Telecom

E Commerce

Automobile/ 

Auto Ancillaries 

BFSI

Manufacturing

Logistics / Courier

Hospitality

Healthcare

Food and

beverage

Transport

FMCG / FMCD

Facilities 

management

Retail IT/ITES

Pharma

Construction

buzzworks business services pvt. ltd.

buzzworks is an industry-agnostic company, we work with multiple industries and offer industry specific solutions.  

To name a few are the below mentioned industries we work with. 
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Why choose buzzworks?

Collaborating across  
boundaries: 

Our transparent approach 
and resourceful associates 
across countries enables us 
to collaborate and execute 

large projects

Single-contact 
integrated services: 

Our one-stop-shop offerings 
for all workforce requirements, 

makes us unique. 
Few to multiple needs, our 

process & networks helps us 
provide complete solutions 

under one roof. 

Building long-term 
business relations:  
We value long-term 

relationships; we deliver 
our services on trust,  

commitment, and 
performance. We are a pro-
client-centric organization.

Managing global 
workforce requirements: 
Our business  insights and 

skilled proficiency  provide an 
advantage to  deliver on 
international platforms.   

Understand Match Deliver
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Testimonials

PCT had requirement of 300+ blue collar  

requirements of different roles, Innovations  

approached Buzzworks for Skilled Workforce.  

Buzzworks immediately said yes, Innovation,  Client 

and Buzzworks had visited many cities in  India and 

conducted the interview drive and  catered to the 

role. We had a flawless  operation in terms of 

Communications, Travel  Management and 

Response to queries. At the  end we had a happy 

client. Thank You  Buzzworks for your quick and 

prompt support.
Mr. Sahil Sharma  
Business Head,  
Innovations Group Dubai,  
UAE

We used Buzzworks for recruitment  services 

for one of our prestigious solar  projects in 

UAE. It was a very smooth  process wherein 

we had more than 3  recruitment drives in 

India and hired over  200 people in total. Even 

post recruitment,  we received a lot of 

support from the  Buzzworks team in 

communicating HR  requirements with the 

staff. We highly  recommend the Buzzworks 

team for  recruitment support!

Mr. Nikhil Nanda,  
Innovations Group Dubai,  
UAE

We have partnered with Buzzworks  for 

over a year now for all our  recruitment 

and sourcing  requirements from India. 

The team is  highly professional, take a 

keen  interest in customer satisfaction 

and  more importantly, go out of their  

way to understand the organization  

before supplying manpower. It is an  

absolute pleasure to work with them

Mr. Krish Roopchand  
GM Operations,  
Standard Carpet Ind.  
LLC Dubai, UAE
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Testimonials
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We've had the pleasure to work with  Buzzworks 

for recruitment and manpower  deployment. Their 

ability to give a customer  what they want, and at 

unmatched standards,  has given us a competitive 

advantage over our  peers in the industry. The 

transparency of their  protocols and seamless 

operations makes  them an exceptional company 

to work with as  they are committed to keeping 

the client's  brand value unblemished, and trust 

intact.

Mr. Nitin Agarwal
Managing Partner,
Gopinath Technical Services LLC, Dubai,  
UAE

Our core business is of HR Outsourcing in the UAE and considering  the 

large status of a large organization in this business we  constantly hire 

white and blue collar workers for our customers.

Buzzworks supports us a great deal in sourcing the candidates as  per the 

required criteria within a pre agreed timeline. Their  excellent network 

across India, go getter attitude besides the  dedicated team and amazing 

rapport with the authorities are  most certainly the top qualities that an 

organization like ours  seeks while choosing a vendor. We are delighted 

to partner with  Buzzworks and look forward to a long and mutually 

beneficial  business association.

Mr. Deepak Sharma
Partner,
Innovations Group Dubai,  
UAE



Thank You!


